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metal-arc welding equipment was mounted within a pressure vessel. 
· The melt-off rate and stickout (distance between contact tip and arc, 
., 
l/2 in., 12. 7mm) were held cqnstant for welds· made for each experi-· 
... 
-
mental arc length. Welds were made with 13/16, 4/16 and 5/16 
• 1n. 
~-·--, ... ---~-~---
(4.8, 6.4, 7.9nun) arc lengths and ambient.pressures of 1, 2, 3, 5 
and 9 atmospheres absolute. The arc length was maintained through 
the use of a magni~ied arc image on a calibrated screen. Argon with 
~ 2% by volume oxygen was used throughout with a standard gas shielding 
nozzle and a flow rate of 25 scfh (21.2 standard liters/min). 
...... ' - - (' ' 
... _,...... - . -- ·,_ . -- ·- _' 
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•,: 
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• - 't . •• - ···-·- -. 
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As ambient pressure was increased on a 3/16 in. (4.8nnn) spray 
arc total arc voltage increased from 28 to 39V. When the ambient 
pressure reached 5 atmospheres absolute the flat smooth sp.ray trans-·· 
fer weld reverted· to a high_ crowned bead, ·the arc became- sputtery and 
- -,-----------;.--------___ _ 
the voltage fluctuation· increased. Weld cross-section and penetration. 
showed an increase with pressure_ up to 3 atmospheres _a~-- decreased 
__ / 
when 9 atmospheres was reached. 
·--
,, __ , 
The same behavior_ pattern was no.ted. with increasing pr'essure on 
. a 1/4 in. (6.4nnn) · arc. The change in total arc voltag.e was from 28.5 
' . . . ~ . ' . 
' .... ' . 
·, 
:•-',/_ 
. ~ ·. -· ·~- --
- - --~- ·• ' .. ·-· ' 
.•, 
. r;. '• -(~ 
''.. -- .. 
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to 44V with a transition in transfer mode and weld bead shape occurring 
· · · '· ,'. - . , • ·.~r- · - ·-.·- •, -' , • 
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.. --· ....... at about 9 atmospheres absolute where for equivalent welding parameters ... 1 
(264-268A, 44V) both spray and subtransitional welds ·were obtained. i . 
. 
·,. t A 5/16· in. (7.9nun) arc length remained in spray transfer through-...______,___...-~ . 




out but showed a decreasing rate of total voltage increas.e. (29-46.SV) 
~--_-and- ~ecreasing weld cross-section and depth of penetration as- 9 atmos-
pherces absolute was reached. 
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For all welding conditions a fine dispersion of iron oxide parti-
' 
cles carried by the shielding gas flow were observed. The density of,, ... 
such particles· incre·ased with pressure such that sometimes at 5 and 9 
atmospheres absolute the proj~cted arc image was completely obscured. 
Recent papers have suggested that plasma jet forces play a domi-
nant role in sp~ay transfer. 'If these plasma jets are responsible.for· 
spray transfer, the observed pressure effects can be reconciled with 
the theory of plasma jet formation. 
As ambient pressure is increased· the ar·c is to increased 
"" heat loss by conduction and constricts itself to mai high 
) ' 
... 
temperature core with sufficient conductivity to carry the welding 
curren.t. The plasma jet forces are directly proportional to the 
gradient .in current density and result in higher-velocities and in-
creased penetration as observed. As ambient pressure continues to 
rise the arc constriction becomes so pronounced that"the gradient in 
current density from 'the morpholog·ical constriction at the electrode 
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---~·-. :; ···-~ ._With a lessened plasma jet· :force aiding transfer, the trans~er ' ~- .· - -~!: ~ . : j' ' .• .. " ,. 
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. characteristics revert to a subspray sputtery and globular .mode·. The· 
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Gas. metal-arc welding has b~en a widely accepted p~ocess. lttf . 
exposed arc permitted a high degree of control and its deposition 
characteristics. could. be altered for welding on -thin :,or thick metals 








i ,, 1 1 
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' 
at ambient pressures greater than atmospheric. Such situations-would 
1, 2 
be faced" when fabricating or repairing undersea structures. -
.,, 
This thesis program .undertook to investigate the process at 
, 
. 
varying pressures, from a practical welding viewpoint, to see if it 
'-
was adaptabl~ to high pressure welding. Preliminary work had already 
3-5 
been done. to evaluate the effects of ambient pressure variations on 
the gas metal-arc welding of·aluminum. Mol9e recently the gas tul'!gsten-
arc process was evaluated at increased pressures on the welding of 
6 
beryllium, aluminum and titanium. Beneficial effects were observed 
in reducing weld porosity and increasing penetration. In this project, 
mild steel welding was investigated. The process exhibits different 
characteristics when welding steel than the lighter metals prev.iously 
--·-studied, and the potential application to steel might be quite signifi-
cant if the process proved adaptable. 
THEORY OF PROGRAM 
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j 
.The arc and the welding arc in particular has been the subject. - · 
7-9 
of cqnsiderable study for many years. Nonetheless a generaliy 
-accepted view of the mechanisms acting in the arc and in the transfer 
. . 
of metals through the arc ·has not yet been established. Recently 
. . 
-- -
several studies have been made of arc- _and transfer characteris-tics 
.. 
·-· 
. - '' ,-, . _-·-.-~:_ .. ...._. 
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:>w>• S><S~··-Sc••• '''< of gas metal-arc ·welding. These theories of arc behavior still 
.:- ., 
. _ •. J.-., 
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. .. , .,1 
are incomplete but general trends are evident even if the actual 
mechanisms are·not fully clear. The reader is referred t:o the original 
- ---- . - ··--- -~·----·--·- - --papers for a full discussion of this subject as only those considerations 
which apply to the present study will be discussed h~~ein. 
Because even the very detailed and precise studies above did not 
. -- ·-yield an. :adequate description of the gas-metal-arc, t:he present study 
has not attempted to approach this process study eith the same rigor. 
Rather a general survey of the pressure effects on gas metal-arc welding 
of steel was undertaken to reveal those significant and obvious charac-
teristics of the process which might be evidenced. The results thus 
f 
obtained might then be reviewed in light of current: theory and further 
more precise studies planned. 
The welding arc expends energy in causing the current to flow 
,.. 
through a small diameter electrode, to release current carriers from the 
_ cathode, to fo~ce them across a positive plasma col•nno, which has to 
be kept conducting, and into the anode. These reactions all generate 
heat and consume power. Additional energy is lost to the atmosphere 
by radiation, convection and conduction. Power losses in other con-
' ducting elements of the weiding circuit are minor • 
An arc welifing study must focus itself on the major contributions 




current flo~s through all elements. This makes it possible to measure ·. . -~ . · 
the-voltage consumed ·in any region as a measure of the power conswned. 
-
____ .. Di~~~ distinct voltages are (Fig. 1); IR drop in t:he electrode st-ick-
out, anode volta_ge, positive ~0l1nnn voltage and f!athode· voltage. These·· 
• • • i I' j, 
.. - - _,-__ ;··---~: ._; ----. ---· -· -· 
' ' ,. ' 
·s 
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' 
. 9,15,20,24 
dist~nct voltages must be considered ,. since total arc voltag·e 
will be divided d~fferently among these r.egions depending on welding 
conditions. · This information is increasingly being recognize·d as a~ . 
. •9 
• I ' 
. . 
., 
,-~+&'\ .. ".:,. .. ~. "J I 
.. \ 
-···. - ·'· ----·c_·- - --- •. \- . -· 
- -,------ _' --- ·- '--····:··· ---·· ,--··_···, __ ·-····" - -··· ,, .. ·-·~- .. -~ 
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• 
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more meaningful measure of welding perfo.rmance than reporting only 
9, 15 
total welding voltage or heat input. 
' Because of the complex facto~s ___ :which affect the welding arc and 
tran,sfer across it, a procedure was established whereby the va~iable 
arc factors were minimized. Intuitively it would appear that only high 
. .. 
volume arc processes would be greatly effected by changes in ambient 
. 
pressure. Resistance heating. of the electrode stickout is .a solid 
state reaction, this voltage loss could be controlled if-current, 
I 
electrode feed rate and lengt;h of stickout (distance between contact 
tube and arc) were held constant. By. setting a given contact tube to 
-
work distance and wire 'feed speed, adj·ustment of the power supplied 
could maintain a constant arc length. The melti,ng rate for DCRP ac-
15 
cording to Lesnewich is Mil!> = al + b L r2 where a is a constant 
dependent upon the anode size and material, b is a constant dependent 
on electrode.diameter and resistivity and L is the stickout distance • 
... 
.... .----- ..... . . _-:. -- . . ·---~. ,.,..-., .•.. ~- .-. . . - . 
The first term on the ~ight represents the anode melting contribution 
' .,,, 
, . 
and the second, resistance melting. 
. ' 
Jhus when set·t~ng . a. cons tan~ wire 
feed rate and establishing a given arc length while holding total 
' --~- - ~ 
-·--'------ ····-·-··----- . --- . --~------·---------·-···--·--
- ~----- --r -----·---·---- --





By controlling the resistanc·e heating of·· the electrode .. it /would ''. ,\:!• • 
. ~ . ' .' 
. -
be · expected that ·the effects of increasing ambient welding pressure 
. ' . 
.. 
would be ·evidenced in--~hanges in the positive ·column ·or a:t·. the electro«;tes. 
.. ' ·-'~ 
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' 1' ,_ . These regions are gas or vapor controlled and would be expected to 
.... 
show pressure sensitivity. 
Arc lengths of 3/16, 4/16 al)d- 5/16.inch (4.8, 6.4 and 7.9 um)· 
. ..:_. . ; 
-· 
---~---~-~=: .. ----- ~: and ambient pre~sures of 1, 2, 3,. 5 and 9 a~spheres absolute were 




As is -well known for the -~a-~--~tal-arc welding process,-- ~nere 
- ·-· .. . -
··---




are different modes of metal transfer which are responsive to a balance 
of arc forces. An·alyses of the transfer process in gas metal-arc , 
'. 
. ' 
welding have suggested different means by which these.force balances 
3,5,9,14-25 
occur. While welding a-t increasing pressures it was 
thought desirable to weld at a wire feed and current which would main-
15 
tain the arc in one _transfer mode, spray transfer. Preliminary 
, 
determinations of .the transition current for a 1/4 inch (6.4 llDll) arc 
at ambient pressures of 1-9 atm abs were made and the test·wire feed 
rate was·; chosen to remain above transition in the spray transfer mode. 
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 




·,:. :•, , ,c· -.··c· - · essary to be mounted within a pressure vessel made from a 1·2 inch. - - ----- , , ,· ~ .. - - ' ·-··- . 









(30 c:m) pipe tee. This vessel was provided with bolted .flange openings~. 
as shown in Fig. 2. Viewing ports 6 inch (15 cm) in diameter were 
I ~~ • 
. ' 
. . l . 
• -a . ' 
"·-·· 
', ...... ~ •. ,... I 
-provided within the full end flange and in the extension in front of--------------:.·---.,_,~~~------- · 
. --·-·--...... ...-........ __ ,,_______ . -
·the arc to allow simultaneous- arc observation from two directions. 
This vessel was built for vacuum and positive pressure capability up 
-_-~to 300 psig (21 Kg/cm2 gage). In this· project the fittings used limited 
I 
, .. the pressure to 120 psig (8.4 Kg/cm2 gag~). 
I , 
. .. -~.-~,,. - ---;-,•·---:-··-··.;...>~ ..... .:_.:... ·- .. ~-- - . ' 
'" ' .. 
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•• ' ·- • •-,-·. " j': .• '~ - '~. ' ,,.- ., ..... , ··:" 
,• ... The gas metal-arc barrel.assembly, feed rolls and electrode wire 
·- reel were attached to a co1ID110n carrier plate within the vessel (Fig.2 ). 
... 
; - - - ·- ·----- ----~·--·· 
-· 
, . 
··- - - __ :._ ____ ---·~-- ---- -- --
This assembly _could be raised or lowered by cam adjustment and the 
-
' ' 
• • •. --····---------- -· ---····· ····-·-·. ···-· ·- -···· --- .. -··, --- - , -
-~ .. • • -· .. ,- -- .,._ -•· ·. _. ~ ~- ~- . ._j _____ .,,i.,.........-::: ;..·c ~ inclination of the electrode .could likew~se be changed, both from out- i • _: 
side the vessel. Mounted externally to the vessel was~ va:riab le speed 
.. llO V AC motor which was capable -0£--·feeding the electrode at from 90-
500_ ipm (3.8-21.2 cm/sec).· Gas, water and electric connection~ were 
1 . 
made by flexible hoses fas'tened to fittings in the vessel· wall •. 
A work travel mechanism was fastened to the full end flange-and--
was driven by a drive screw running through a nut fastened .to the 
aluminum work table (Fig. 2). A variable speed 110 V AC motor outsi4e 
the"vessel was capable of providing work travel speeds of 9-55 ipm 
(0.38-2 .33 cm/sec). An adjustable mechanical pulley device was ct:tach-ed 
' to the travel drive shaft outside~the vessel to actuate a limit switch 
which terminated the weld in progress. 
·· A rotary vacuum pump was used to evacuate the vessel. Vacuum 
pressure was measured with a Z·immerli gage to the nearest 0.1 11111 Hg. 









project. One -was a constant potential mach~ne and the other a drooping 
voltage power source. The constant potential powe·r sout"ce was used tn 
•· ..... ~ ·- ~--··· -·. 
____________________ ··- ________ . early low pressure work ·but the drooping power so.uice -was -used· at all--~ 
• 





- pressures in later work since it provided the requisite open circu~t 
. ----~-- ·- ·.-· ····- ·----·--~~- .. - - ~ 
·1 
,_, .. 12 
voltage needed for the higher pressure welds, 
" Shielding gas flow was measured with a t~pered-tube flQ.wrater 
~i ~~- ~-,,,· ' ' 
$ii,( . ' 
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• ~ • I 
· ·· ···-···· ----~- --·:·-.-----~-~::~··::_~-.:-;-:::::--·~·-· -···· · · A · telescope and·· screen ·· were .. ·used·. ·to·-· view ··and ··measure ···the are image:~·;-- ··~-~---·-.~--.~--·:'7"_ .. ___ ... • .... 
The telescope was centered on the plate surface and adjusted· to project a 
an image 16X actual size. The screen was covered w:ith graph paper with 
· =---~_-_:::~. - · --- a ~rid of 8 x 8 to 1/2 inch (1. 27 cm). Accentuated lines on the graph 
'l 
.. .,· ... --· ··-.. ·--·. --· ·-·-- , _,, 
... . .. ~.....__, 
._, 
. " ' 
,. ,' . 
.. 
'-----· . .-..c.------- -· ·- ~- ··""I..L~.,.,,.,_,.._, .. :=-~~-~- -·-· '· .. --- ,• 
paper screen 1 inc~ (25.4 nm) apart corresponded to 1/16 inch (1.59 1DD)-
,~-
at the arc. 
,. 
A Honeywell Electronik .19. two pen recorder· ·was used to make simul-
t_aneous recording traces of welding voltage and current. . Connections 
were made at the electrical leads to the vessel to eliminate any losses 
-




All welds other than those at 1 atm abs were made within the 
sealed pressure vessel. Contact tip to work distance was set with the 
use of spacers be_tween the vertical contact tip and the work surface 
f 
by external cam adjustment. The electrode barrel assembly was po-








electrode inclination. The position of the barrel assembly relative --- --~ - . - - --~- --
to the \)'essel.-:centerline was fixed by an external surface reference 
' 
spacing·. A mild steel electrode wire of 0.045 inch (1.2 Dml) was used 
throughout this program (see· Table 1). Ground and degreased (acetone) 
mild steel plc1.te$ 8_ x 4 ~ _3/4 :inch (20.3 x 10.-2 x .. l.9 ~) (see Table 1) 
were used in all test runs. The plates ·were fastened to-----the work· 
table between a tapered bracket and· a toggle clamp. 
With the adjustments made, the vessel was sealed and evacuated 
. ,, 
. . 
- ·- ·- - . . ' 
~p-proxi~tely 5 ~4mn Ilg b·efore ·back filling to, r~quired pressure with~---·-:--:-~---'-·_:.·_, __ ........ . 
. .; '.. . . .. . . . . 
. 
.. .,, .. - ,. . 
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. . an argon-2% oxygen mixture. Vessel. pressure was measured with a 
bourdon gage mounted on the chamber. A standard water cooled gas , ... ·t • 
. 
.. 
_________________________ nozz~e was used :to pt:_ovid_e· _normal gas __ shielding __ flo.w __ o_v_er __ the arc__. ___ an-d----------=:-----
• 
\ . 




weld and to fill the·chamber, with shielding gas. 
Welds made at 1 atm abs were made within the vessel but wi·th__the 
end flange open. In these cases _the flowmeter was mounted on the gas 
cylinder supply regulator. "At gage pressures the flowmeter was mountea 
on the chamber an~ exited to the atmosphere. Most welds were made with 
- a_shielding flow of argon-2% oxygen. at 45 standard cfh (21.2 liter/min). 
The flowmeter was made direct reading by correcting for the gas.mixture 
used in this program and the inlet pressure. 
The vessel was brought to. test pressure and ·stabilized with shield-
ing gas !lowing. This pressure and flow rate was maintained during 
welding by manual operation of an outlet valve. 
Photographs were taken of the 1/4 inch (6.4 nun) arc as projected 
. 
on the screen to qualitatively show the arc shape.· 
Since the workpiece could be observed at all times through the 
~/ 
end flange watch glass, adjustment of the mechanical pulley device 
could be made at any time during set up to determine a starting and 
\ 
ending,point of the weld. The electrical connections were made in 
. 
. 
- such a manner that a. master on-off switch would simultaneously start 
. ---•- -- -----·---- -- - - -· ... 
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welding circuit. 
:__,I . 




device shut off a 11 · motors . 'and· opened. th'e cont actor to end the weld. 
.. 
The telescope was. calibrated to give ·a 16X arc im~ge by direct 
· . measurement of the magnifie'-1 _ image of a ,known electrode wire diamet~r_. ___  
-'-----·----~-----·-. ---··--------- ,, .•. -.- ·-
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' 
--· _,, ___ ._ .. _,. ... ~:,-;:,o,.:c.,,_,::·=,oc·.,---:·_-; · During welding some· plate w~rpage was -observed causing the base line 
. --.------,·-----------·-··-·----·-
, 
of the arc (plate surface) to wander on the screen. This was controlled 
by·manually making m~nor adjustments to the telescope inclination. 
- ---• --····· - -- -------
The two pen recorder was separately powered· by 110 ·v AC and ·was 
set up to record welding current and voltage. Voltage readings were 
,. ·1 '·, 
1· 
. -.. ·- ... 
. . . . . - . . -- ---- --- -----···--·· ------·------
.. : 
. -
direct on a 100 volt scale. 
" 
----
Welding current was four times-the recorder 
indication. Many rates of paper feed were 'possible with this instrument 
but most welds were made with a 6 ipm (15.2 cm/sec) paper speed.· 
PROCEDURE LIMITATIONS 
At once certain limits on the accuracy of this approach suggest 
--
th ems e 1 v es. Arc length is measured by the apparent image on the screen···· 
. which could be measured with~.od accuracy due to the optics of the arc 
15 
imaging setup. The limits of the arc length are difficult to deter-
mine. The arc ends on the surface of the molten metal in the. crater. 
) 
Due to arc forces and solidification patterns the position 
9 
crater surface relativ·e to the work plate surface cannot be determined. 
15 
-At the anode a gas metal-arc on a steel electrode shows a tapered tip. 
A determination of the exact termination of the arc core on this taper 
isdifficult especially as the image is formed by the light of the arc 
r - -~ 
and the wire end is not always clearly defined. It was attempted in 
.- ' 
~- -·----·-----·-·---
. _ ·----·---this proj~ct to set- the anode end of the arc half way down the axis _of ___________ ~----
-· 
---
...... ---····- -·· -~--- .. .-,."..-.,-.: . .-· -~ ... -- -·· ·- ' . -
- . - - q 
the .. tapered portion of the electrode. _ 
Electrode feed r.ates and work travel spe.eds were both driven by 
llO V·AC variable speed motors. These motors show some fluctuation in 
speed at a given setting as the motors heat up. This was not a con-
11 ... 
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.. 
sideration in this proj·ect as weldin$ setup was of such duration that 
'I 
the motors ran at room temperature. Random checks of the wire and. 
travel. speed·s indi~ated that t~ey were constant. 
--
- The shielding gas used tliroughout- this project was nominally 
argon-2% oxygen by v~lume. Actually this gas analyses as 1. 75% oxygen. 
... 
This gas mixture is widely used~in steel welding due to an improvement 
,). 10, 11 . 
in weld surface contour. This gas was chosen in this project be-
cause of its wide practical 0appl!-~at.ion. As this gas mix1:ure is 
compressed its characteristics change as well as _the partial pressure 
of o~gen. It was not expected that chemical reactions between· the 
metal and gas would be significant in evaluating the process so no 
attempt was made to maintain.control _over· the oxygen partial pressure. 
The shielding gas flow was used within the vessel in a normal manner 
to supply a £res~ gas shield to the arc and surrounding wel~ area. 
Because.high pressure gas.flowmeters are not generally available a 
~ 
standard flowmeter was installed in an exit line after a regulator so 
-·-·--:__the vessel through the gas -nozzle and out through-the flowmeter. 
the 1 ambient pressure in the vessel increased this standard rate of 
shielding gas became more dense and flowed, over the arc area at de.-
.. 
• ,, j·• 
. ~ 
. ~ 
.c.' ~ - . ~ 
.,, ID. 
-- --- _· __ ) 
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' 
creasing velocities. However, some runs were repeated with a fou'l"_ .. __ --~-- '. . ' 
--·-- . -- - ... .. .... . •. ,. . .-.- . --
... -······· ... ________________ . ·:---·· -- . 
,· 
-
fold increase in standard flow rate ·without any measurable changes in 
arc or weld characteristics. 
Ambient pressure in the welding chamber was measured ~ith, .a · 
bourdon gage. At·all gage pressures one atmosphe~e was assumed to be 
15 psi (1.05 Kg/cm2). :Thus a pressure recordedQas 9 atm abs was 
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. ,-, --f. .. .• , ____ ,:.._ - . 
pressures were not exactly multiples of a standard at1u0sp~ere pressure 
they . were indicative qualitatively of the process behavior at the··.· 
indicated pressure._ 
Arc photographs are qualitatively accurate to show the shape of 
the 1/_4 inch (6.4 nm) arc. These photographs were taken at an angle 
so as not to interfere with the projection from the telescope. The 
photographs are distorted and any measurements would have to be made 
relative to the grid on the screen. The arc showed some fluctuations 
during a run, more at high pr~ssures, so that the arc could not rigor-. 
ously be considered one of a steady state • 
.. ·- ·-··· 
RESULTS 
A series of runs were made to determine the transition current 
and voltage to spray transfer for an 0.045 inch (1.2 DID) mild steel 
.electrode. These values were,determined for a 1/4 inch (6.4 nm) arc 
and a 1/2 inch (12.7 11DD) stickout, or a total contact tip to work 
distance of 3/4 inch (19.1 DDD). Table 2 and Figure 3 show the results 
--------of--these .tests.' 
. /" 
A wire feed rate of 300 ipm (12.7 cm/sec) was chosen to test an 
. ' 
arc which was initially in the spray mode of transfer. A work travel 
------ --------··-
I•• o4i I' .,• 
. . . .. . ... 
---- --·--
•• '"•--•---=- -. • 
1 J _ . 
. . - - . 
' 
speed of 12.5 ipm (0.53 cm/sec) was. chosen to maintain a ratio of 
-·electrode feed rate to travel speed _of 24. 
With these settings welds were made with a constant 1/2 inch 
(12.7 nm) stickout and 3/16, 4/16 and 5/·16 inch (4.8, 6.4 and 7.9.ma) 
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are tabulated on Table 3. The values · 1ist~d for current ~d voltage 
' ' 
'' 
are typical; the measurements are of the welds.illustrated in Figures 
,. 
10, 11. and-12.: 
The variation of arc voltage with ·pressure is plotted in Figures·· 
4 and 5 for different_ arc lengths. Linear coordinates · are used in 
.. Figure 4 and a log-log plot is made in Figure 5. 
Figures 6 and 7, plotted in a similar manner, show· the VaJ"iation 
. ( 
of_ arc power with ambient pressure· for different arc lengths. 
Separating these data for constant pressure and variable arc 
length versus arc voltage results in Figure 8. 
".: 
·It was observed that as the a,nh_ient pressure was raised for ·,_ 
.. . ,given arc length, the normal .fan or bell shaped plasma core of the arc 
. was constricted to decrease its cross-section. Tb.is change is arc 
shape did not evidence itself very much at the anode (electrode wire) 
. but was pronounced in ·the inner vapor jet of .the arc. These effects\ 
are illustrated in Figu~e 9 in photographs of 1/4 inch (6.4 ua) arc 
iwages at the five test pressures.-
• 
. It was observed at all ambient we:l.~i.ng pressures that---the -ground---------- -- - - - - -
- . 




• ' t ,, 
. - --- --- -
and degreased base plate surrounding the weld had a halo of bright 
... 
orange powder within the blue oxide ring, and another concentric~grey 
___ powder halo outside the fi-rst. These deposits· were cmoposed of very · 
. . 
fine individual spherical part~cles which exhibited residual magnet:iSll •. 
~ Some of these particles were observed to be airborne in the gen~~al . 
welding chamber at \atmospheric pressure. . As the ambient pr~ssure was 
raised, however, the evolution of these airborne partieles was drasti-
cally incre.ased. They .were seen to· be entrained ;in the arc plaSll8. v 
14 
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flow and very quickly filled the entir·e· chamber atmospher,e. Their . 
. -,,, 
' ' '• '" 
concentration in the chamber increased rapidly and in several 5 and 
I ' 
9.atm abs welds, the arc image was completely obscu~ed on-the screen. 
I 
-
- --- ---- ~- ---·---- -·-The s ~ particles would settle -on all int~_rnal_w.e__ld_chamber sur_faces _in'------'----
-· 
small individual clumps of light brown-particles. The regions between 
--
piles of particles were relatively free of them. When they were 
gathered in greater than their settling concent~ation, they looked 
-· 
dark brown and adhered to one another due to their mutual magnetic 
attraction .• --. 
These particles were observed microscopically and appeared to be 
spherical with the smallest resolvable individual particle about 12 
. 
microns in diameter. X-ray powder patterns were run on these samples. 
' . 
The airborne particles were identified as Fe3o4 with a very small 
amount of alpha iron. The bright orange adherent powders show them-
~ 
selves to be Fe304-with some indications that Fe203 or alpha iron might 
· be gresent. The adherent grey powder was Fe3o4 • 





arcs (4.8 and 6.4 mm), a distinct change in deposit characteristic .wa.s __ .. -·-·· ____________ _ 
?-observed •. The original sp~ay transfer reverted to a subtransitional. 
r 
. I 
I •-- •• 
\ ..... ,,; 
.•• l.... 
globular mode. · This change for a 3/16 inch (4.8 mm) arc occurred 
between 3 and 5 atm -abs pressure~ For the 1/4 inch (6.4 nnn) arc 
this change was becoming clear. at 9 atm abs. A· trend toward t.his 
change is observed for the 5/16 inch (7.9 llllll) arc where the last 
- ·- -~- ---·----- ---------- ,__ 
-columns of Table 3 show a decrease in weld area and width and an 
·arrest in depth of penetration. 
r) • ; 
15 
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· 7. 9. mm) arc welds at five test pressures are shown in Figures 10, 11 · 
a~d 12. These weld sections are reproduced in Figures 13-17 where 
.. ., . ~. --- . 
constant pressure, variable arc length welds are grouped.· 
pressiire·was ·raised, the arc ·became more unstable. Current and voltage 
- . 
fluctuations increased from their mean values. At 9 atm abs-the 4/16 
and 5/16 inch (6.4 and 1-. 9 DDD) arcs were observed to be sputtery. cor-
. 
responding to occasional transfers of visible droplets •. lfq signific~t 
spatter was encountered. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Transition values for current and voltage\for a 1/4 inch (6.4 DID) 
arc are listed in Table 2 arid plotted in Figure 3. These values are . 
typical. No shielding gas flow.was used during these tests and a 
pressure rise was observed during adjustment to transition conditions. 
For this reason, the points representing these runs have been widened 
to show the pressure range within which transition was determined. It 
is interesting to note that_ the current and voltage at transition both 
-. ~······--·- --··----·-·-·-·-····-···---rise with· pre·ssure which has been noted in aluminum gas metal-arc 
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.. -·-·-··· ·-·-<"'. ·-·--·-- - . -- . 
. . .. ,• ..... _ - ,. -· - ... -
5 
·welding at varying pressures. The arc current functions in the arc 
to melt .the electrode and to maintain the high temperature and thus· 
15,26 
the high ~onductivity of the plasma core~ As has been suggested 
5 25,28 
.by Salter and others incr~asing pressure will increase tbe plam.na 
-
·et velocity. J. This will carry more heat away from the electrode and 
necessitate an. increased currerit for the melting rate. As ··the. pressure 
. --·· ·~--- increases heat losses rise due -to higher plasma flow rates. The energy 
,~--. •-, ., __ ,.,,.,. -.. .--•.J•,.v.,a,~ .• ..,. .. ,..,..•f"'!.A-f"<.-'---.,,·-1-M-•H'~··•-.. ·-.-.·, .- -,•.:, •. __ --·_ ,_, ~' · ·-, --· ~ • · ' • ,. ' , ·~\.-'l 
. . · · · . - . .needed for he,9ting the incoming·· gas~,s must express itself as an increase 
26 
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Examination of Table 3 reveals iD111ediate.ly that· the current drawn 
. I .. 
by a given arc length, melt-off rate and stickoµt is not constant as 
15· 
pressure increases. Thus the relationship as -suggested . by Lesnewich ,,- . 
andtdiscussed in the theory of this program is shown not to be valid 
----
- - -- ,-···-·~---'<---·-.-
" for pressure vatiations. At a fixed pressure for those _c.ond.itions which 
- - ·-
satisfy the _equation, the current density ~t the electrode probably does 
.... ,, .. · :, ... 
not vary. This would cause a constant or almost constant plasma jet~ 
-
. ·-- entrainment of cold gases and a uniform cooling of the .electrode. --·s-ut 
• 
.. 
when the ambient welding pressure is increased, as discussed above, 
the electrode is cooled to a greater extent and additional current is 
needed ·to maintain a given arc length and melt-off rate, thus invali-
dating the application of Lesnewich' s relation to varying pressures. 
The variation in current with increasing pressure at constant arc 
" 
length, tnight be thought to- affect the IR voltage. A simple calculation 
'based on ·.the maximum current variation of 24 ·amp.for the 5/16 inch 
·· (7. 9 nnn) arc yields a change in IR voltage of approximately 0.,29 volts. 
•. 
. '' ., 
. . 
- .. . 
This amount is not significant in this study. This calculation was 
27 
based on a mean stickout resistivity of 99.3 micro-ohm cm at a temper-
ature halfway between room temperature and melting. The arc voltage 
' 
figures listed can then be consldered~s unaffected by the current 
variations • 
When Figures 4 and 5 are examined, it is evident that· arc vqltage. 
• -·--·-,····, .. •c•• •,. --·· increases with ambient pres~ure .in a similar manner until at about 
4 atm abs for a 3/16 inch (4 .. 8 nnn) arc. A. divergence between 5/16 and . 
... . 
4 / 16 inch ( 6. 4 and 7 • 9 nm) arcs 'be'gins to be evident at 9 atm abs. -· -----· -- . .. . 
~ ':I . . . • 
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same changes are·evident in the deposited weld as the· weld changes 
from the characteristic wide flat spray transfer weld tto a narro~J and 
. more highly croWJ.?.ed weld _indicative of subtransitional globular trans-
--fer (see ·Figures_lO, 11, 12). Figure 5 shows that in the range of 
pressures wh~re the -arc behaves in a normal spray mode, the voltage- -
" 
-pressure curves -suggest a power ·relationship. Departure ·from this pQwex-
dependence is shown for the_ 3 /16 inch ( 4 ~ 8 nm)--a;rc above 3 atm abs, and·~ 
-
for the 4/16 and 5/16 i~ch (6.4 and 7.9 nm) arc above 5 atm abs • 
. 
When these data are considered on a basis of ·total arc power simi-
lar results are obtained (Figures 6 and 7). 
Examination of the colunms of Table 3 which measure the weld width 
A''--· ' • 
along the original plate surface and- depth normal· to it, it is seen 
that at these characteristic departures in weld.appearance and perform-
ance from a spray transfer mode, bead width and depth of penetration 
- ---·-into the plate decrease. The. total weld cross-section areas show the 
" 
same trend but not as clearly due to a change in bead shape (FigureslO, 
,ll, 12). 
··--···· ------··· ..... ~ 
., ... -·- •' - --· -----·· 
I't- has long been known that arc volta·ge would increase with pressur~ _-
7, 8,29 26 
· due to increased losses, but it was not until Maecker demon-
.. , t 
stpated and analysed plasma jets that their role in ar~ welding -trans-.· · 
' . . 
fer mechanisms became clear. Theories of arc transfer now include 
plasma forces and electromagµetic forces \to account for transition 
) . . . . . . . 
3,5,14,16-19,21,22,25,26,28,30,31 
currents. . These plasma forces are 
shown in several of these studies. to be the dominant metal ··transfer 
. 
- ..... ·-··- ··-··_.: __ ... - . 
forces·in the spray mode. The results of this study seem to show that 
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In analysing magnetic field strength in an arc, Haecker showed 
a higher radial pressure exists at points of constriction and that a 
\\ 
------· - . 
',-·· .;-.:.. .. :.\ .. :~--
" 
_, 
tendency toward pressure equalization will cause flow.:along the • a axis 
--------------~-~----t~-~~_rcl_Jarger cross-se~tion.~ and lotz1~r current density. __ This-pr~ssure 
along the axis increases with current density. The initial flow leads-
to aspiration of cold gases from ~he vicinity. Tb.is cold gas flow, . --
however, constricts the discharge cross-section at the wire electrode 
to -increase. the pump.ing action-. This process continues until the 
/ 
temperature gradient becomes steeper and a steady state is reached • 
. 
The current paths are drawn into the,plaSllla jet due to its good conduc-
tivity and supply Joule heat to maintain its temperature and conduc-
tivity to offset the rapid cooling of the plasma jet by heat conduction. 
As ambient pressure is raised, the thermal conductivity of a gas 
rises. (This equivalent to changing shielding gas.) This increased 
- theE11al conductivity will constrict the arc and lead to higher velocity 
plasma jets. The volume of cold gas being entrained in the plasma-flow 
increases and requires increased current and voltage as discussed above. 
-----·--·-----·----·-- ------·-·-· --·----- .... - - ..... ------------- ... --- - -
- , .. , -r~t' 'a e - ,. I• ,_ • •• .\;" , 
,_ 
The constriction will cause the inner plasma· jet to contract and rise 
i~ teJllperature due to the increased current density. - The higher 
--···· 
;-.. : ~--~-<:.: .. · ~;----~-temper~ture p@ISDla is .more highly ionized and· can thus conduct the 
. 
-----·-·--·----··~---·--- ···--·-- ······ ·- --
' -
welding current. The effect of gas thermal conductivity on . . .-1.ncreas1ng 
3,5,29,32,33,34 
voltage has been noted in many sources. 
As the ambient welding pre~sure is raised,therefore, ·the plasma 
flow rate and velocity increase resulting in the increased drop trans-
3,5 3-6 
fer rate reported and the increased penetration both reported 
~· - •' "'\ - .·.,---•-•'·-,.~-~-~·"•·~..,,-,. • .-...,,.,_.,.,._, ..• ~ .• , .. ._ ·I .• - . . r, •'.c· '\ 
-~ ,:1 1\ • "'\..... ' ,U 'L_ l 
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welding to greater and greater .pressures. Retarding arc forces are 
16, 19,35,36 
-,. . 19 
noted. · High speed motion pictur~s have shown that the 
moment of·en~ry of the drop into the weld pool ~as preceded-by a region 
which in most cases is characterized by a sharp decrease in_ velocity. -----" 
·- This. decrease in velocity was att~ibuted to the increasing ef£ect of -
the vapor jet from the workpiece or with the action of the.arc stream 
which is reflected from the surface of the pool·. 
-
. In the present study, ambient pressure increases would.constrict 
the current carrying path from theAelectrode to the workpiece. ·This 
constriction would in the manner suggested by Maecker result in a 
plasma jet. In-most welding conditions the degree.of constriction at 
C 
the workpiece is negligible and the constricted electrode jet is th~ 
.. 
only one that need be considered. In high pressure welding the change 
in current density from the constricted electrode to the w~rkpiece is 
reduced. This reduces the velocity of the jet issuing from the electrode 
and increases the workpiece plasma· jet velocity. When these effects 
become pronounced, the entraining plasma force on the droplet is counter-
acted and the metal transfer will revert from spray to globular modes • 
.,, 
In a short arc length, the ·amount by which the current density_. 
. . 
• 
can decrease b(ett;1een elecfcrode and plate ~s limitedo A relatively low~~- -.----=---~ 
---------- ----- - -· 
- --"---··' ---- ----4-·--· -- ·-- .... - .. 
ambient pressure might be expected to upset the balance of forces 
. 
. 
causing spray transfer. This -has been noted for the 3/16 inch (4.8~ 1111l)-




Longer arc lengths would be less affected by workpiece plasma 
. ·jets. '. The force due t~ electrode plasma would be increased due t(! a c-~~-----·-.. ~-.,~--'·'""'-··,;-•"<t·' \; . • . •. - - • ,.,... • ., ~ .. • ' _:,, . • ... t-
... :;,_ 
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greater ,total change in current density;· Thus any. change ·in· arc- trans-~"~~c,=---~-·-~:~-~----~==,,: 
't 
_ _. __ :~ -~ - -- --·, 
. fer cha~teristics would not be expected u~til higher pressures were 
reached. . This was as observed. The 1/4 inch (6.4 nnn) arc was just at·· 
the ___ point of tr_ansfer ___ char.acter_istic ___ ch_ange_.at_ 9- atni al>~. · Table _3 ~ng __  
I; 
_Figure 11 show_that both crowned and flat welds were obtained at ef-
fectively the same welding conditions. 
The re-tarding, ef.fects of such a plasm~ effect might a1so account. 
for the decreased width, penetration and melted volume of the higher 
pressure welds. The detachment rate would probably decrease as the 
--
drop let volume increased. This would.evidence itself as a more erratic· 
.. 
arc, which was, in fact, observed. __ At those pressures where normal 
spray transfer is observed Figure 5 shows a uniform power relationship 
between pressure- and voltage. Where these curves depart from linearity, 
- -
Table 3 reveals decreasing width or penetration or section of weld bead. 
-
The plasma velocity and flow rate would decrease somewhat when the 
arc transfer is being retarded. As discussed above, this would lessen 
the current required to melt the electrode. This was observed in 
Table 3 for those cases where transfer reverted to a $Ubtransitional 
mode. 
.. ·-· -- . --- ----- .. ---- ----
---- ----- --------
--· ·----- ---·-·----- --- -------- ·-·-----~---· 
'"<•·--··,.op•,,•••«~\,:{ ~t ........... ____ ~,·~-~ •• -~, ·- • '• :Data .plotted_ ·as· in Figure 8 is often used to show. the length ¥ari-
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-- --~-------:c--:-----~ ~ - · 1-ines · are drawn through data points representing spray transfer. As _ 
' .... _. . -· ...... __ . 
.. , - ... , .. ,_ ·-· ... ' - .• 
discussed in the theory of this program, the total voltage is made up 
of stickout IR voltage, anode drop, plasma and cathode drop voltage. 
, As discussed already the IR voltage drop would remain constant and 
" ,-. '''" wriulq riot show the niirior ·effect of current variation. When the curves 
· ·- c<.,·-~-·d.,, .•. .,,..,.._.,-.,;: •..• _, .•• ,..,.. , .• , .... ..,.,..._,~,.,1...,,,.., •• u.;. ... , .•• ,, .. _,~···'·· 
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-. are extrapolated to z~ro arc length, the contribution to. total voltage 
of the plasma voltage is eliminated. The zero arc length.voltages for 
the different pressures increase ·with. ·pressufe. Since the IR stickout 
·•· .: .... ::.==~=:::~.--.- =-~~~~---------·-.. volt-a-ge is constant the -sum ·of anode and cathode -vo. ltages increase wi~h-----·-. . . ,. 
. . 
it.. . : 
u· 
. .. . . .... -, ~ . 
. 
pressure and in differing amounts as shown by the varyi,ig slopes of the 
constant pressure curves. Similar results are reported -byAvilov in 
37 
underwater welding arcs. In discussing the assumptions lying behind 
15 ... 
the melting rate eqtiat~on of Lesnewich, 
24 
mentioned in "Theory of the 
Program," Akulov has pointed out that·- the electrode voltage drop would 
have to be independent of the temperature of the _end -of the electrode.; 
Above it was noted that Lesnewich' s relationship did not hold at in.:. 
creasing pressures ·because the electrode was cooled and the current in-· 
crease~ accordingly. Here it is seen that a voltage increase might be· 
26 
expected in the anode region. This follows Maecker's analysis of 
plasma jets where he says that the entrained cold gas has to flow over 
the electrode and be heated and accelerated. The energy needed for this 
should express itself as an increase in voltage at the electrode. · If 
Maecker's analysis is valid, the anode voltage drop would increase with· 
press0:_re as more energy is needed with increasing plasma flow rates. 
A--. voltage will. also be developed ·in the. plasma core. ~· ·1t is gen.er- . 
" ~ 
- ) 
····ally agreed that the plasma voltage gradient is -constant SO that at a 
- --~- ··------ --~-~-----· ... 
' 
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given pressure, plasma volt.age would be directly proportional to arc ··_ . 
' 
_length. This gradient should increase with pressure to offset the in-
creased arc losses. Unfortunately it 'w;:is not possible to identify the 
. . . 
.. 
partition of arc voltage into its components to see wh~re the greatest 
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voltage versus arc length curves in Figure 8 contain large (for the 
voltages measured) contributions from errors in measurement discussed 
,,,, .. ,. 
in ''Procedure Limitations." It was felt· that this lack of·· precision 
did not warrant plasma voltage gradient measurements. __ 
..._ 
\ 
Figure 9 is a_ poor method of illustrating how the ar·c· becomes 
. -----
. constricted at-Increasing pressures. This constriction ~_hanges· the 
-
plasma flow and the arc transfer characteristics. 
Temperature measurements in the arc have shown that the transferr~g 
9,25,42 
metal is between its melting and boiling temperature. As the 
• 
ambient pressure is increased the arc core temperature will increase 
to maintain a conducting path through the constricted plasma. It has 
. 
been observed for some time that the transferri~g metal in the plasma 
core is composed .of discrete droplets·which are ·surroun(\ed by a vapor 
25,38,39--. 
shield which streams away from the electrode. 
As the arc column temperat_ure rises with pressure an increasing 
amount of metal vapor should be liberated. The low ionization potential 
of this_ vapor serves to further constrict the arc. The amount of metal 
transferred as a vapor at atmospheric pressure has been variously 
9 39 40· 
; ' ' 
estimated as from 1/2 to 20% of the total transfer • 
... 
In normal spray transfer most of these vapors condense in the 
. · IJ 
.. ,•. 
l -
-we-ld poo'l'~underthe--ac-tion of the plasma. When .. an.entraining plasma _______ ~---------
force is absent or if the plasma flow increases as in·pressurized weld-
ing more of this vapor will leave the weld- zone and· condense in the 
.. 
cooler surrounding atmosphere. This phenomena has been observed at 
41-47 
-- 1··"-c, 
vacuum and positive pressures, with steel or aluminu.me 
.... 
·:- --.-When·· ·p-res·sure· ·on· the· arc ··i·s, raised· .. an ~·increased ·vo-1 ... ,me··. 1and~flow-~-... _.. · · ---·- --····;~-,.-~. 
' - . . . ' 
(_ .. -_~:. ,.-- .. ,.- ;: 
. .. 
- ·- .. ' . -~-. ,• 
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rate of plasma gas will carry the additional· metal vapors more force-
fully toward the weld pool. But with this increased velocity of· flow 
more turbulent reactions will occur as the plasma is deflected by the 
plate surface and increasing amounts of metal vapor will be carried in -- .............. --.·· ...... . 
_the gas stream out of· the arc region where. these vapors will lnmediately 
• I 
solidify. At higher pressu~~s the more erratic arc will disturb the 
-
plasma flow and escape of the metal vapor might be expected 'to increase. 
This. was exact.ly what was observed. In ·fact the flow of shielding 
gas rebounding from ·the work surf ace · was revealed by the so_lidified 
vapor particles ·carried with it~ 
·· -The deposits· of powders found on the work· ·surface would -probably 
be due to the particles adhering to the relatively cool plate s.urface. 
41 
In pure argon shielding these powders were analyzed to be alpha iron. 
The additions of oxygen to.the gas _atmosphere would allow the hot re-
active metal vapors to oxidize. The stable oxide of iron with lowest 
oxygen content is Fe304. The powders were identified as Fe304 which 
would also account for their settling behavior. 
It.is interesting that -the oxide powderon the plate surface 
. ' 
nearest the weld was bright orange and the airborne powder was light 
-
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: _______ . __ _ -·---·. "'··---·--··-- plate halo. X-ray examination of both "wrong color" particles showed. 
...•. ----~,. ---·-·----·--- . I 
. "····-·-·- --········' .-.- ·-•·- --
J. ...• 
- - ' - -·~---·-· =-· -·- ·--- '~--- - - -- -
---._ - -- _,.r._- - -
.· ~hat they were not completely Fe304. C' It is outside the scope of this 
. .. 
. . . ... •. ··-
project .. to speculate on the oxidation reactions which might explain 
--- I • 
these observations. 
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·As the ambient gas pressure·is increased, gas metal-arc,welding 
of mild steel loses many ·of the inherent' advantages of the process. 




1. The arc was more and more obscured by clo-uds of fine 
. 
. "' Fe304 particles carried in the shielding flow. 
i) 
2. The 'arc became incre.asingly unstable le·ading to a 
reversion 'to subtransitional globular transfer at 
3. 
. 
sufficiently high pressures. 
Arc voltage rose most rapidly while the arc remained 
in spray transfer and rose only slightly after reversion 
to globular transfer mode. 
, · 4. The we.ld bead remained flat until reversion to 
~· :l,. .• 
. ~. 
). ,·.<·-i-'1',_.! .... ~,. '~ :---., •. :;.:;'. -~:(. 
globular spray transfer where a highly crowned bead C • 
"\ 
was formed • 
• I 5. Bead width, depth of penetration and cross-sectional 
' area increased until spray transfer became e~rat~c, 




. - The observations above can be rationalized with arc transfer . -
. ------·-
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_c and transfer.. .Increased ambient pressure constricts the arc due· to 
. . . : . . 
G 
· ·the greater thermal conductivity of the ga~. This constriction 
-- . 
re,iiilts in higher veloc·ity and volume of plasma jet flow. Thus more 
. L' 
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rise will begin to decrease the. current density gradient and lower 
·plasma forces. The arc will revert to erratic and finally to 
rr·' '•) 
, ), 
subtransitional globular transfer with highly crowned welds of reduced 
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SPRAY TRANSITION WITH CHANGING PRESSURE 
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ARC VOLTAGE VS. PRESSURE (LOGARITHMIC COORDJNATES) 
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FIGURE 7. ARC POWER VS. PRESSURE (LOGARITHMIC COORDINATES) . 
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FIGURE 9. ARC SHAPE AT 5 PRESSURES 
1/4 INCH (6.4um) ARC LENGTH 
1 ATMOSPHERE ABSOLUTE 
,' 
2 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE ) 
3 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
5 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
9 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 









FIGt.JP 10. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 3/16 INCH (4.8mn) ARC, 5 PRESSURES 
1 ATMOSPHERE ABSOLUTE 
2 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
,,-
3 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
5 ATMOSPHERES .ABSOLUTE 
' 








FIGURE 11. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 1/4 INCH (6.4nm) ARC, 5 PRESSURES 
1 ATMOSPHERE ABSOLUTE 
2 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
3 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 





9 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 9 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
37~- .-~----------~ 
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FIGURE 12. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 5/16 INCH 5 PRESSURES 
1 ATMOSPHERE ABSOLlITE 
2 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
3 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
5 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
9 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE 
-- - .... - -------. .. ., 
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FIGURE 13. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 1 ATIJOSPHERE ABSOLUTE, 3 ARC LENGTHS 
3/16 INCH (4.8nm) ARC 
4/16 INCH (6.4nm) ARC 
5/16 INCH (7.9DID) AB.C 
.a· ' . 
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3/16 INCH (4.8mm) ARC 
4/16 INCH (6.4mm) ARC 















FIGURE 15. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 3 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE, 3. ARC LENGTHS 
.  
3/16 INCH (4.8DDD) ARC 
4/16 INCH (6.4nm) ARC 
f 
5 I 16 INCH (Z. 9nm) _ARC _ ----
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3/16 INCH (4.8111D) ARC 
"· 
4/16 INCH '(6.4mm) ARC 
5/16 INCH (J--9mm) ARC 
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FIGURE 17. WELD CROSS-SECTIONS, 9 ATMOSPHERES ABSOL·UTE, 3 ARC LENGTHS 
• 
. ' 
3/16 INCH (4.~nnn) ARC 
4/16 INCH (6.4mm) ARC 4/16 INCH (6.4nm) ARC 
f - • 
5/16 INCH (7.9nm) ARC 
' ·. - . . 
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. COMPOSITION OF BASE-AND FILLER.MITAL 
C· Mn p 
Electrode Wire* .11 1.10 .010 
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TRANSITION CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES AT VARYING AMBIENT PRESSURES I •• 
.. 
........... ----··--- ----·-·-·-···-. .. ·-· .. , . 
. ---·--- --------------- -, ____________ ,, ___ ··- -














(0.045" electrode, 1/4" arc, 1/2" stickout) 
(1._2mn elee-Erode, 6.4 mn arc, 12. 7 nm stickout) 
Current Voltage Wire Feed* (amp) (volt) (ipm) (cm/sec) 
200 27.5 220 ( 9.3) 
--·-
-215 32 250 (10.6) 
220 35 230 ( 9.7) 
230 40 6260 (11.0) 
232 44 240 (10.1) 
., 
I 
. . -- . ------ .. 
*Travel speed constant at 8.9 ipm (0.377 cm/sec) 
i,' •• -.-......... 
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Arc Lengt1' Stickout · Pressure 
I 
in. ·-(mm)' in. (mm) I atm , abs 
3/16 (4.8) 1/2 (12 ;7) 1 
· 3/16 (4.8) 1/2 (12.7) 2. 
3/16 '(4.8) 1/2 (12.7) 3 
' 
·3/16 (4.8) · 1/2 (12. 7l 5 
3/16 (4.8) 1/2 (12.7) 9 
1/4 (6.4) 1/2 (12.7) l 
~ 1/4 (6.4) 1/2 (12.7) 2 
0\ -, 
-
·, 1/4 (6.4) 1/2 (12.7) 3 
"' 





(6.4) 1/2 (12.7) 9 
., 
. '.1/4 (6.4) 1/2 (12.7) 9 
5/16 (7. 9) 1/2 (12.7) 1 
. 
'.5/16 (7.9) 1/2 (12.). 7) 2 
. J 
:S/16 (7.9) l/2 (12.7) 3 
;5/16 (7.9) 1/2 (12. 7)! s 
: 








TABLE 3 - WELDING PARAMETERS: 
Current Voltage Surface I I Width 
volt ' . (mm) amp in. 
250 28 . Flat : .578 (14.7) 
2601 32 Flat ·. 638 (16.2) 
264 · 36 Flat ·• 671 (17.0) 
262 38 Crowned : .453 (11.5) 
262 39 Crowned : .453 (11.5) 
. 246 28.5 Flat I · .593 (15.l) 
.256 33.5 Flat •. 625 (15.9) \ 
.... 
' 
.258 37 Flat .625 (15.9) 
262 42 Flat ·• 703 (17.9) 
' 268 44 Flat .664 (16~9) 
264 44 Crowned .• 445 (11.3) 
240 29 Flat -.. 562 (14.3) 
256 35 Flat .609 (15.5) 
(15.9) ~ 260 38 Flat .625 
260 43 Flat .718 (18.2) 












.171 (4. 34) _ 
.203 (5 .15) 
.164 (4.16) -
i 
.132 (3. 3D) 
,, 
.140 (3. 56) 





· in2 ' (1DD12) 
.066 - (42. 6) 
.075 (48.4) 
; .085 (54. 9) 
.095 (61.3) 
.082 (52.9) 
.068' (43.8). · 
.072 · (46 .4) 
.085 (54. 9) 
.097 (62.6) 





.210 (5. 33/) . · .097 · (62.6) 
' ' 
'. ! ,, 
' 
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